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Present approached to 4erst4 iiding alcohol and drug addiction

stress that the drug effect and the abuse process that follolis occur

through an interaction of the chemical acting on affected individuals

differing with regret to genetic, physiological' and personality

iersleteristics in different socio-cultural'settings
1(Chafete, 1971).

As this symposium so richly will demonstrate, the agreement in the

alcohol-field 61,6ng researcheis, theoreticians and practitioners ends0
.about there. Por many years, a small controversy ovethe presence or
absence of an alcoholic p'er'sonallty has raged in the literature. EdithC.

Lisansky-Gcmberg summarized the fitidings 20 years ago on the role of 4

psychological predisposition in alcoholism as "ambiguous and inconclusive."

Other critics have been less k4n4 and have referred to the search for
elleoPuL..

the alcohol personality aiNpearl fishing empiricism unrelated to theory.

Barnes (1979) in a comprehensive review covered 234 studies and concluded
that breaking the problem down into investigation of a clinical alcoholic
personality and a pre

- alcoholic personality woUidbe helpful.
Fortunately

.for this reviewer, the literature on a.pre-alcoholic persgnality is

comparatively sparse'

Just about everybody has called for prospective, longitudinal studies
to give the'definitive

answer to the question
(Lisansky-Gomberg, 1968:

Barnes, 1979). Unless some stable constellation of personality ,character

istics or behavior appear at some point in time before the development
of the-illness, the concept of a pre-alcoholic personality remains inc

doubt. ',In a thoughtful paper, Sadava (1978) points out that merely

discovering childhood personality dimensions which precede the onset, of
IRfdrinkinepreblens'Is not enough to explain alcoholism (even if we could
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agree wiAh each othe5 as to what "alcoholiam" )40, In the end, Sddava

, I

comes down it favor of a.caysal model that includes personality within"
a tetwork of person, environment and behavioral tiables

The search for an empirical test of the ompeting physiological,
,fr

jos;Zhalogical and Fociologital theories of the etioiiigy of alcoholism

led McCord and McCord (1962) to the massive data base from the gmbridge-

Sommerville Youth Study. The study had begun by,R. C. 'Cabot in 1935Jo1

lower class boys frdm two Massachusetts towns. In 1956, when the

men were in their thirties, a'follow-up ensued. TWsay-nine had become

alcoholics and were compared with'158 control1 on the basis of blind

independent ratings by staff. The results were minimal with regard to

psychological findings. "For the most part the results reported in this,.

paper are negative and failed to confirm prior theories." There was

little convincing evidence of any chAdhood characteristic -- physical,

genetic or psychological thlt later, predicted alcoholism.

., Rphina. sates and O'Peal(1962) conducted a 30 -year follOZ=Dp-of

patients seen as children at to Sit. Louis Municipal Psychiatric Clinic.

f

Their results showed a strong association in both males and females between

t

-
anti-social behavior of the child and later adult alcoholism. Of 105

patients with a juvenile court record, 45 percent became alcoholic. Of

57 without a court record but showing other evidence of anti-social -

havior, 25 percent became alcoholic. In patieRts without evidence of

an -social behavior, alcoholism was a problem in 15 percent of the

casis,,..

Adoptive studies Kaye also provided valuable data. Donald Coodten

zro

4 40
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and his coileagUel (Goodwin et al., 1975) look.ed at comparisons between

alcohol c and nonalcoholic males ,in their', amous nature-nurture study
\ ,...t....

of alco lien. As is true-ofoast of ,tle mo rn genetic studies in)

psycho ethology, the eriteria.fgr alcoholism were stiff'. (Table 1)., This

.-.Danishisample were inierviewed extensively:, As Table 2 shows, half of

. _

.

\-
a

the 14' alcoholics described themselves as "hyperactive" duTing.childhood

and early adolescence which the authors interpreted as similar to that

seen in the hyperactive child.syndrome. Caderet and Gath (1970'in

another study 9f, the inheritance of alcoholism in adopted children noted

as association between "childhood socialized conduct disorder" and

alcoholism.

F

,Tarter et al., (1977) in another rai'espective interview study
t,

compAred 50 inpatient alcoholics of both sexes, with a general psychiatric

sample, 22 alcoholics anonymous members and 27 Jaycee controls. Their

50 item checklist regarding behaviors associated with minimal brain

v.
. .

dysfunction was combined with extensive inquAry into their drinking'

behavior. Based on.a 9-point scheme, 30 cases were classifidd "primary

\
alcoholics" and were different from "secondary alcoholics," psychiatric

patients end controls on 12 of the .terns as Shown in.Table 3. The authors

conclude that this study adds suppo for th concept of childhood

Minimal brain dysfunction in a subtyp of alcoholism with genetic- 0

eonstitutio0S1 elements.

The Oakland Growth Study provided ry Cover Jones (1968, 1971)

with an opportunityito analyze he junio high, high school and adult

personality ratings of normal middle clas adults. Using ratings of the,
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frequency and amount of drinking under the advice of Jellinek she classified

six males as "'problem drinkers." These s9hjecxs.showed sewral_signs

of malSdjusted behavior in their boyhood ratings on the California (1-Set

when compared to moderate drinkers and abstainers (Table-4): At all

three-age levels the problem drinteis were more under-controlled, impUlsive

and rebellious th4n either of the otherapompariden groups. The female ,

findings ar equally rich but'lesS conclusive due to even more limiting.

`N's. The drinking classification-scheme resulted in three problem drinkers,

foyr abstainers, and the remainder of the 45 subjects distributed-between

the heavy, moderate, and liiht_classifications. Nonetheless, both the

problemand the abstaining group seemed more self-defeating, vulnerable,

pessemistic and withdrawn than the heavy, moderate, and light drinking

groups. Another observation was that these middle class women seemed to

have some distinctive personality syndromes attached to each drinking

style in, early adolescence that carried on into adulthoqd. Zucker and
I

.

Devoe (1975) reported on data from a major stud; of adolescent drinking,.
,

,.. . ,f, lh 4 r' `rt . ''' i
its demography, antecedents and personality correlates in a .high 6choo;

populatiop. They found the results fo; the girls to be very similar-to

a previously discovered strong association between anti-social behavior

and various prpblem drinking indicators. There was however a weaker

association betweeA drinking consumption and anti-social behavior for males

that for the girls. in additional finding of that study was a moderate

correlation between California Psychological Inventory socialization

scores and alcoholic anti-social behavior in the high school girls.

The Minnesota studies (Hoffmann, Kamxeier and Loper, 1973 1974) used
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availability of perSonalfy test data from the two majoriiinnesota

alcoholism treatment 'centers, 'the- Willmar ,State Hospital and Hazelden)

i

and the availability of Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
re

0

.
(MMPI) scores on University of Minnesota freshmen going back beyeral'

years. .Appioximately 6b0 subjects were found who appeared
likely to have

attended the University between the years 1947 through 1961.7 After an

,

extensive search of the Student Counseling Bureau files, 22 Hazeldpn

subjects and 10 Willmar subjects were identified with usable profiles.

A smaller number hiLd storable answer sheets., A control group was formed

by selecting randomly answer sheets,of five classmates of each alcoholic
:

indiNidual. Our subjects averaged lar'years between the time they were

V tested and their admission to treatment. The diagnosis of alcoholism

was based on the judgment of treatment center staff. The treatment profiles

.
.

(Kammeier, 1973) show the usual diversity expected in alcoholic populations

with this instrument. er

When =pared to their classmates, these male college students were

r elk m

significantly,ditferent one scales F, 4, and 9. POr those of you not

familiar with the M1PI, Table 5 gives you a brief description of the'

common meanings, attached to the elevated, scales in the normal population.

Theyiggins content scales (Table 6) showed few significant differ-

ences between the pre-alcotolics and controls except for authority conflict

and poor health. Nevertheless, the pre-alcoholic group did not significantly

exceed controls on the Xleinmuntz maladjustment scale. An
.

analvsis of
.r

item frequencies between the two groups supports the interpretation .

\--,of the pre-alcoholics as being more rebellious, impulsive(and socially

I .
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aggressive than their peers. Ue concluded that our pre - alcoholics were
1

relatively healthy (as were our controls)" Atil Helmut 'Hoffmann scored

a series of MMPI alcoholism scales oft our samples (Table 7): When we

began to apply the cutting scores recommended by MacAndrew things got

even more tnteresting.

Since our study, Goldstein and Sappington (1977) reported simiAr

findings atGarnegie Tech with a sample of 33 students of both sexes whoo

became heAvy users of marijuana and hallucinogens while at college. Table 8

shows the results running very similar to ours'. It is noteworthy that

both sexes were included dn this and note the elevation of scalethree.

Goldstein and Sappington interpret their pre-user group as socially

facile, adventurous, pleasure-seeking and willing to defy social normal

Many of the studies qUotedin this brief - review have methodological

failings in terms of design, sampling, criteria of'alcoholism.and limited

generality. They do however accumulate an'impressive amount of evidence

to,the effect that there are on the average some personality features

discernible in clinical alcoholics, certainly in the case of males and

very likely in the case of females, long before treatment.

Research now under way is more truly longitudinal and avoids the

problems of retrospective
research, haphazard funding and small samples.

In addition, these studies are multi-disciplinary in nature and involv

sophisticated sampling. Oneiexample of these is the undertaking of the
1

American Institutes for Research using the Project TALENT data base. The

other and most recent isthellealth and Human Development Project headed

by David Lester. 3c the exttnt that a single,study can be definitive,

I
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the Rutgers research wig shed more light dh the pre-alcoholic perspnality

controversy than any heretofore. Thiiv study is a replidat&I; cross-
. .

sectional, multiple cot longitudinal. study. Data will be gathered fam

'sociology, physiology- biochemistry, personality-behavior and perception-
0

cognition of the subjects. ,It looks as if "pearlhuhting" has" hit the

A

.bit time at last!

6

0
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Table 1. Criteria for Drinking Categories;

CATEGORY

Moderate drinker

leivy drinker

2

CRITIMIA.

,)
,. Neither a teetotaler nor heavy drinker

For at least 1 year drank daily and had 6 or more
dOnks at least 2 or 3 times .a 'month; or drank 6 or
.more driiiks'at least 1 time a week for over 1 year,
but reported, np problem?.

Problem drinker ...,.._
. Meets criteria for heavy drinker.

',.
1

Had problems from drinking but. insufficient in number -1.
to meet alcoh6liem criteria.

..

Alcohdlic

, O.

r

4

a-

Goodin et al.; 1975.

Meets criteria for heavy drinker.'
Must have had alcohol problems'in at least 3 of the
following 4 grouptst

2 -AIF 1. Social disapproval of drinking by friends,
P patents; mailtalproblem froi drinking.

2. Job trouble from drinking; traffic arrests
from drinking; other police trouble from

r drinking.

Frequent blackouts; treior; withdrawal
hallucinations; withdraxial convulsions;
,deliriurt tremens:

lif . 4., foss of control; morninedrohnking.

4
S.

4.....
r 12

a

I
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Table 2

.

.
.

b,H)=10HOOD' b IP,FERENCE8-

5,

A

N :14

Below', ave:rade: schObl

. performa ricO :
...

Hyperacti \i,,F. 4 7

g
4

pfteri tiruani, or .-
.

,_,ant i soc lea.. 21

(Iambi nat i on .of abbve 57 , 15.

Shy, sensitive,
. i nSebure \ / 64

,
20

Aggress i ve ,-. impoulki tf,t .

. fiat tempered ', . 50 . .18 /. . ,

. ,

:4

. 7

5 0

S..

Non-`alto
. 4

ti

r

15

15

Uterr disobedient ?..:" 29

Yti

.4

Goodw i n, $SChulsi nger, Hermansen, Guze

Ihnd W i nokur (1975). 4

4

1

5'

0
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. Tab)* 3 i-FierCentitge Of tines Item; WPM EndOttieCi by Elpit'efOup Otaifililin41 attain orfUnctldtt ow1350111181re -......er ... . t . _

Chenicleaelart , 4 It
1 Primary

Aleohonos -
.

..
Secondary
Alooholles ', '

tie ..-, . . , ....
Isychlaldbe

'1,....

` Nonni*.
Daydnieenst 78 - '51 n -
Feta left Out , 73 2S i 44 14
Imputsivett - n . 21 30 25
Not working up 1.3 abilitrt ea - 14 . 42 '14
Easily trustratedF 63 ' ... 14 ` 40 Q ' 'Cant Valente feint 63 14 44 11'Can't sit Wirt , , - 52 10 . n 7
Withdrawn1 62 14 32 14
Can t accept co Oht ' 52 24 11
Poor handwntini- "1, 50 ,

14 22 r 18
Short attention Warn 44 7 -- 24 _ 6-
naggiet

'
44 'le 11

Donal comp1ele prolectart 44 7 4 ' 0
tying ' ' ' 25 26 0
Demands attention (effectIon)t 42 - ' 10 36 14
Truancy r 3 - 22 0 .Overactiv} , -r . 36 11 -
Weds Into thInge 36 ,

Unpredictabh /
38 . ' 3 ' - ' 7

Responds best to amebae !dm
decisions made for you

-
11 - --.... ,_ , n

-.., n
Fights . .

311 17 22 11
Unpopular with Point 31 '14 3
Wears outlays. clothes 14 -. -- 18
UnreponNve to disciolibet ------ 28 - \ . ' 18 a
Stealing ' 28 10 18 0
Vandalism} 26 . 3 14" 3
Temper tantrums 26 7 , 30 0
Tabut too much,* too bud 26 7 18 22
Dacia) In mathematics - 23 I 7 34 14
Moves from one Sect to another

In claw 21

'
3

,
12 . 0

. Accident **net 21 0 14 3
(hotly skies** 21 3 a 0
Donn follcnv 'directions , " 18 -.,- I 3 la o

..

Difficulty Nan*" to reed 15 -3 ' 0 4 7
Ontructive 15 . 7 ' 10 0
Constarky toucNng other peopte

cc theps . 13 4 0
.

8 '
.

0
Roddrig 10 0 2 3
DifficvIty learning to write 10 0 2 - i3
Want feeding peoblemi 7 ft 18
Diffkully deciding wtathw

ere right handed

.
7 kt 0

...6
71 7

Prayed time in walking (le 0 0 , 7
Poot coordinabore lf

,.

,
4 0

MitrOf YiSkX1 (reading backwards) i '5 3

Yla

..
0

Delayed speech development 2 0
Want sawn protrems 2 r' 0 2 r 7
ea search . 2 0 a D
left back In school . ' 2 ow ' 3 i 10 0
odficun toilet trakung 2 0 2 0
Strabismus (cross-eyed) 0 0 6 0
Pin/ration (gets one thing on

mind and It stays then f«
long prods

....

0' a

.

o

primary alcoholics sigruflcantly different Iron; othee thr grou
emery alcoholics significantly different from secondary olio

1.#
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t Description of theSin iota } I I e 7ersoaality Inveniury (ill) Empirical Scales ,
,4s

vatallity_aaal Ten Clinical Scales*

V

.11

Seale Clia3es3 -
Moe Expression'

Li. Unlikely desire& o2 virtu.,
I .

iferej.uansual. symptoms,

'

Hypechondrisais

Dikeseion

Hy Hysteria

73 Paythopetid

Inters

oP

Fa t

Pt

. Normal Expres,fen

Score 10

Score, 16 //

"N.

CI t; socini/deeiraltI11144 4:
set; o w1116 scam cased; :7 r..:
low tie

7 -"1/ . 1'. . iT Inactive"; lethargic; feels) ..

bysically ill
-.. .t

....-.

tern of the
ear

sioastiumu

Ilypomenii

4

3

Si Social introversion

.

Serious- low in 'morale; mitharyy;---

self-di:msetisfied
".

Idealistic, naive, articnlat-e 111
under stress; social

RebellIons, cynical; dines:rd.--
rules; socially aggresedve:

High acorn sensitive. Low scorer-- -
exaggerated own sex interest

Pertectimaiatic; stu'bbers; hard
to know; or, with tOoda=t
scores, sOcially acceppIRlo

Dependent:* ir to please
feelings o erfority;
anxious.

S

NegatiVe; difficult; odd;
apathetic; lacks social grac
Expansive; optimistic; oecisiv
not bou'd by custom

. 1

'Unassertive; self-co Lou.; shy;
or, with low score, socially active

iv, Hathaway, S.R. and ronichesi, E.D. Adolesceio Personality and Behavior.
Minneapolis:. The University of Minnesota Press, 1963, p..211.

r.

10 r
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TABLE 1
lIzams Am) STANDA1U) Drywhoxs o MIK RAW

Scow sox PitrAscomastc BLu.z. Cm-ups
FEZSIMEN AND CLASSMATE C/ALS

Scale

Prealeobelic
(AT

Colitrol
(+Y 14E)

JD SD

L
P

2.4
3.2

3.5
3.7

- 7
2.8.55

X 15.7 4.2 16.7 5.0 -1.10
11Is 4.8 4.3 3.4 3.0 1.65
2D 18.8 54 17.6 4.5 1.09
3117 20.7 4.5 20.1 3.8 .68
4 Pd 18.0 156 4.0 323"
541/ 25.9 6.2 24.7 47 1.03
6Pa
7 Pt

9.0
12.1

2.7
8.1

9.5
9:8

2.7
7.2

.8L
1.49

8Sc 11.7 7.3 9.6 6.8 1.46
9 Ma 18.4 4.6 16.0 4.5 2.71
0 Si 23 6, 9.8 237 10.0 - .81 I.

..11/4 12.4 7.4 9.8 6.6 1.81

# <.03."1 «l.
,

Co

TABLE 2
Wtomxs b111P1 Coarsen SCALE MEAN'S A.:co

STAXDAID DEVIAT1024 MI COLLEGE
FEESIMA14 Wu; PazAuxricoucs

AXT1 CLASSMATE CoNTEOLS

e

.

Scale

1

Preakotsa tic
(Y .- 32)

Castro!
(X ... 14$)

8

it SD .11 I SD

justSqcial Ntalad-
meat: --... -

Depreson )

FaailmaAleaems' ti
PooiMorale
Remus Fuada-

mentalism '
Authority Coriffict
Psychotic:tun
Organic Symptom
Family Problems
Manifest Hostility
Phobias
Hyporharkia
Poor Health .

-

6.6
6.3
9.2

* 6.7

6.0
9.3
6.4
4.2
4.8

* 94
4 7

13 0
4 6

.

--..-.-

42
4.9
3.4
3 9

3.2
3.6
4.4
3 6
3 6
4.1
2.3
4.7
3.1

8.1
5.5
8.6
518

6.6
7.2
5.3
3 6
3.8
8 2
4.7

11.6
3.5

60
4-5
3.4
4.7

34,
3.1
4.3
3.2
2.9
4 4
3.1
3.6
2.8

-1.71
.78
.91

1.14

- .88
3.02
1.17
.84

140
1.69
.12

1.56
1.59

< .os.
"14 <AL

1 "4

4
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TABLE 3.-ears Scores ( ±50) of Alcoholics at College and of Classmate
Controls on .3131E1 Alcoholism Scales

Soils Alcoholics Controls t/ Hampton 48.00 ± 12;32 42.67 ± 11.80 1.28
Holmes 31.18 ± 4.03 29.51 ± 4.31 1.88
Holmes Unique 14.32 ± 187 13.99 ± 2455 0.79
Hoyt & Sediacek 39.16 3.41 39 67 -4- 3,44 --069
Hoyt & Secliacek Unique 14.20 z.6.. 4.42 13.43 ± 4.29 0.81
MatAnclrew 26.60 509 *23 99 ± 3.79 2.44

ti Maandrew Unicwe 18-21,
ft 3.98 16.29 ± 3.48 2.32

Rosenberg ± 235 13 27 ± 2.32 2.23'
Linden 18.60 ± 3.75 18.31 ± 3.68 0.36

?-9
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k Table I. ID4P1 TScorm orPlanet and Control Croups

?scums (e el 33)
Control group (rt 0.33)

,

1

.

Mean SD Mean SD t.
F
X

Ay
Pcf
Alf (mile)
8.(f(ftrnale)
1'eita
Ma
Si
Ei
Aft

4731
5647
57.12
mu
56.61
61.48
64.82
64.70
43.17

/ 59.05
' 60.12

64.18
63.88
49.27
50.40.
49.88 1

6.22--....

6.76
9.17

10.36
631

10.67
10.11
6.32
8.07

12.04
1134
11.43
3.70
5.27
9.14

48.36
56.64

.55.42
51.55
55.03
5734

64.70
51.17
55.64

. 58.79
60.06
57.85
50.39
& us
4852

5.90
/7.96

7.41
7.36

11.23
7.64

10.04
9.08
9.60
9,44

11.06
10.87
11.5
9.26

3

737
3.32

-0.304

0.11.890 :1 2:

0.592
2.020*
2.080'
0.000

-1.248

01 4.46894

1.466
2.134

6.349.4
0.634 .op <.CIS.

e <441.

s ,

Table 2. Comparison or Selected 14MPI Dimensions for Rouser and Contra' Croups

It stor ?rouser)
/ (n 33)

Control group
(n 'I' 33)No sale oat Tot 70

15 161 aced. veer T of 0
5 '84 or more sales T of 70 6 3 c' Baste R //Ma or Ma profiles 8 2Sr blerest moie
7 2hi blzhest scale
7 3Sc T wore > 70 ,

ftl Tscore >70 11
3

6
4Dissimolation so5ro means (P- X) .8 -95

I

. ,

19
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